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Ugo Montanari’s Models of Computation
Ugo’s research activity in the area of Models of Computation(MoC, for short) has been
prominent, inﬂuential and broadly scoped. Ugo’s trademark is that undeﬁnable ability
to understand and distill computational aspects into new models as if you were reading
them out of some evidentconnectionbetween well-know models: only, most often, that
connectionis reallyvisible onlyafter Ugoshowsthe way.Like experiencedsailorshave
trusted compasses and sextants to help them ﬁnd the best routes to harbour, Ugo relies
on a bag of favourite tools which he has used along the years to deliver a variety of
contributions to the MoC area. To mention just three (in alphabetic order): algebraic
techniques, concurrency theory, and uniﬁcation mechanisms.
In this introductorycontributionwe would like to recall some of the inﬂuential MoC
models put forward by Ugo which cut across the three approaches. Before doing that,
it is worth devoting some space to discuss the three aspects separately. Notably, the use
of category theory is a pervasive common trait.
Algebraic techniques. By algebraic techniques we refer broadly to the use of universal
algebrasandinitialmodelsemantics;ofuniversalcoalgebrasandﬁnal semantics;andof
bialgebras. Many interesting papers witness Ugo’s leading role in exploiting algebraic
techniques during his entire scientiﬁc career. Indeed, his contributions are too many to
mention all in the space allocated to this overview; we shall thereforeattempt to convey
the sense of Ugo’s broad-spectrumcontribution by recapping only a few key results.
Reference [43] is the ﬁrst paper on ﬁnal, observational semantics in abstract data
types, and the main reference for one of the MoC contributed papers in this volume.
It presented several key insights in software speciﬁcation and development for the ﬁrst
time, like the separation between given sorts and newly speciﬁed ones, whereby the
given sorts lay the ground to deﬁne the observable behaviourfor the new sorts. Another
key suggestion is that the speciﬁcation of new data types is often partial —in the sense
that it may include “don’t care” cases— and that many realisations can exist that ex-
hibit equivalent observable behaviour but are not isomorphic. In fact, [43] shows that
the isomorphism classes of observably equivalent algebras conforming to the partial
speciﬁcation form a complete lattice, yielding a so-called loose semantics.
PossiblythebestknownofUgo’spapers,[52]exposestheunderlyingmonoidalstruc-
ture of the category of Petri net computations. The title itself is revealing: Petri nets are
monoids. Besides doing what it says on the tin, this paper opened a long-lasting and
fruitful collaborationwith Jos´ e Meseguer,and a research line on the initial semantics of
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computational models in which, after [33], we got deeply involved ourselves
[55,56,17,24,18]. The key insight is that by lifting the algebraic structure of (machine)
statestothelevelofcomputationsviaaso-calledfreeconstruction,onecangainadeeper
understandingof the axioms which regulate equivalent computations (or processes), an
ideathatisalsothebasisofMeseguer’sRewritingLogic[51].Thisthemeofliftingtheal-
gebraicstructureofstatestothelevelofconcurrentcomputationshasmotivatedthestudy
of StructuredTransitionSystems [30,39,37], while ﬁndingaxiomatisationsof computa-
tional structures has been reconsidered in [49,16,27,9,11].
A more recent result in coalgebraic semantics [57] has paved the way to the eﬃ-
cient veriﬁcation techniques for the π-calculus [35], and to the bialgebraic semantics
of fusion calculus [25]. The technique proposed in [57] addresses the issue of ﬁnding
a suitable setting to develop a coalgebraic semantics for the π-calculus, so as to char-
acterise minimal process realisations. The key diﬃculty is the proper handling of fresh
names, tackled by exploitinga categoryof name-permutationalgebraswhich underpins
the coalgebraic treatment of the π-calculus operational semantics.
Concurrency theory. Concurrency theory encompasses many diﬀerent techniques and
approaches, ranging from bisimilarity and contextual equivalences to event structure
semantics. It is harder here to make a representative selection of a few seminal papers,
because of the quality and volume of Ugo’s work in the area of concurrency models.
Given our previous lives in ‘Petri-land,’ we cannot help but mention the work on
unfolding semantics that generalised Winskel’s approach from the class of safe nets to
aw i d ec l a s so fp l a c e /transition nets [54]. An unfolding semantics accounts for a full
ﬂedged view of the admissible computations,includingconcurrency,causality and con-
ﬂict aspects: the so-called “truly concurrent” semantics. Exploiting mathematical tools
from category theory, the main result establishes that a chain of adjunctions (a suitable
categoricalnotion indicating that the correspondingconstructionis as goodas possible)
leads from the category of Petri nets to the category of prime event structures, which
is equivalent to the category of coherent ﬁnitary prime algebraic domains (because of
this, the unfolding approach is sometimes referred to as a denotational semantics).
More recently, it was shown that such event structure semantics can be extended to a
more sophisticated setting of contextual nets and graph transformation systems, where
e.g., multiple concurrent read accesses to the same resource and inhibiting conditions
forthe occurrenceofcertaineventscanbe accountedfor.The priceto pay wasthe intro-
duction of more complex event structures [3,28,2,4,5]. Signiﬁcantly related is also [1].
The extension has made it possible to provide event structure semantics to mobile cal-
culi for free by encoding them in graph transformation systems [14,15].
The paper [21] presents a mathematical setting building upon some analogies in the
representation of names, locations and causal links as shared entities. Such a uniform
treatment of diﬀerent concepts opens the way to the deﬁnition of a general-purpose
meta-model to be instantiated to several cases of interest. The main result shows that
the frameworkcan be appliedto the basic parallelprocesseswith weaksynchronisation,
by deﬁning an operationalsemantics that accountsfor concurrencyaspects and a causal
abstract semantics and showing it equivalent with bisimilarity via “causal trees” [32].
It is ﬁnally worth to mention Ugo’s work on transactional extensions of concurrent
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Uniﬁcationmechanisms. Logicprogrammingandits extensions,in particularwith con-
current constraints, are one of the long-term research interests of Ugo’s. In logic pro-
gramming, resolution steps are based on the notion of uniﬁcation between the head of
a logic clause and a selected atomic sub-goal. The Martelli-Montanari algorithm [50]
is arguably the best known uniﬁcation algorithm for constructing the “most general
uniﬁer” (mgu) between a sub-goal and the head of a clause. Since those brilliant begin-
nings,theviewofuniﬁcationasanelegantcoordinationmechanismhasbeenarecurrent
source of inspiration in Ugo’s work on MoC. We mention here three cases.
Reference [30] builds on the view of mgu as a categorical “equaliser:” clauses are
seen as rewrite rules whose variables can be further instantiated freely, and the compu-
tational model of a logic program is a suitable 2-category. The interesting point is that
the 2-cellsof the 2-categoryare equippedwith an algebraicstructure that capturessome
concurrency aspects. If there exists a refutation for the goal G with computed answer
substitution θ, then in the 2-category model we can ﬁnd a refutation for the goal Gθ but
notnecessarilyoneforG.Thissituationisimprovedin[22],wherethemguisexpressed
as a categorical “pullback” square and double-categories are considered instead of 2-
categories.This setting can account for the dynamic creation of fresh variablesand deal
with the computed answer substitutions instead of just the correct answer substitutions.
The ideas in [22] are further developed in [6], where logic programming “resolution
rule” is generalisedto MoCtailored to the needsof the generalserver-to-clientbindings
required by the service oriented applications. When a new service is discovered, not
only it must adapt to the client, e.g., accepting a list of parameters, but vice versa the
client too mustsometimes adaptto the server in orderto establish the connection.Then,
the mgu represents the minimal possible adaptation that should be sought in order to
minimise the possible degradation.
Combined approaches. Much of Ugo’s scientiﬁc thinking can be characterised as the
aspiration to combine modelling elements so that the combination of the parts is more
expressive and ﬂexible than their mere sum. Below we point out some examples.
The CHARM [31], Concurrencyand Hiding in an Abstract Rewriting Machine,is an
abstract machine that combines algebraic techniques typical of process calculi with the
experiencein constraint logic programmingand graph transformationsystems. Charac-
teristic of the CHARM is the ability to capture the essence of concurrent computations
in systems composed by a global, shared part and locally distributed resources.
GDS [26,34], Grammars for Distributed Systems, combines distributed computation
based on Hoare synchronisation with concurrent histories. This model later evolved
in Synchronized Hyperedge Replacement, SHR [45,46,40,36,48], where diﬀerent syn-
chronisation mechanisms are considered together with node merging and splitting.
HD-automata [57] (see also the section on Software Veriﬁcation in the present vol-
ume), for History Dependent Automata, are an extension of ordinary automata aimed
to endow them with name handling features: states and transition labels may contain
names which can represent, e.g., communication channels or locations in distributed
systems. Each transition establishes a correspondence between the names in the source
state, those in the label and those in the target state. HD-automata permit an adequate
representation of the behavior of calculi with name mobility, as names can be garbage-
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The Tile Model [41,53,58,19,29,38,8,47,16,42,10,23] combines the modularity of
StructuredTransitionSystemswithMeseguer’sRewritingLogicapproach.Whilerewrite
rulesinRewritingLogiccanbeappliedinanycontextandwithanyactualparameters,the
Tile Model allows rewritings to be inhibited under certain contexts. In category theory,
this correspondto movefrom 2-categoriesto double-categories.Moreover,as tiles have
been designed around concurrent systems, it is common to consider a monoidal struc-
ture of states that gives raise to a monoidal double-category of computations. Thanks
to these features, the Tile Model oﬀers a framework where the speciﬁcation of process
calculiwithnamepassing,causalityandlocalitybecomesuniformandseveralimportant
results can be accounted for at the meta-theoretical level.
Papers on Models of Computation in This Volume
The six contributed papers in this section of the present volume cover several of Ugo’s
favourite topics; other papers on models of computation are included in other chapters
dealing with more speciﬁc contexts and applications.
Mart´ ın Abadi: Automatic mutual exclusion and atomicity checks. This contribution
presents a calculus for studying the Automatic Mutual Exclusion (AME) programming
model. Roughly, the AME calculus consists of a concurrent lambda calculus with ref-
erences, extended with constructs for thread spawning, yielding, blocking and atomic
execution. A type system ensures that atomic blocks are not violated through yield ex-
ecutions. The main results show soundness and progress theorems.
Samson Abramsky: Petri nets, discrete physics, and distributed quantum computation.
This inspired paper builds interesting connections between separate ﬁelds, and does
so by building upon some of Ugo’s best known work. In fact, it describes analogies
between Petri Nets, monoidal categories with additional structure, and quantum me-
chanics (in particular quantum information).
Filippo Bonchi, Maria Grazia Buscemi, Vincenzo Ciancia and Fabio Gadducci: A cat-
egory of explicit fusions. The paper introduces a suitable category E of equivalence
relationsandshowsitsuitableto represent(abstract)syntaxandsemantics(viaan endo-
functor B on SetE) of the calculus of explicit fusions. The main result gives a bijection
between inside-outside bisimulations and coalgebraic bisimulations for B.
Jos´ eLuizFiadeiro:Whatdosemanticsmatterwhenthemeatisovercooked? Thispaper
presents a model for conﬁguration management of service-oriented applications mod-
elledwith the languagedevelopedbytheEU fundedSensoriaproject.Themodelmakes
useofvariousofUgo’sfavouriteingredients:roughly,businessconﬁgurationsarerepre-
sented as graphs; constraint systems play the role of business policies; a module requir-
ing a set of services is seen as a clause in logic programming style; the reconﬁguration
that happens when a service is called for instantiation (via the usual service-oriented
mechanism of discovery, selection, and binding) is modelled by a sort of resolution.
Nicoletta Sabadini and Robert Walters: Calculating Colimits Compositionally. Recent
years witnessed a renewed interest in exploring the dichotomy between the algebraic
and the graphicalpresentationsof a system, a topics to which Ugo has also contributed.
Along these lines, the paper gives an algebraic description for ﬁnite colimits in a cate-
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Donald Sannella and Andrzej Tarlecki: Observability concepts in abstract data type
speciﬁcation, 30 years later. Last but not least, the paper is ideal for closing our
overview, because it presents in a modern fashion the pioneering ideas of Ugo on ab-
stractdatatypespeciﬁcation[43],commentinguponwhichweopenedthiscontribution.
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